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St. Mary’s College is pleased to accept applications for the class of 2026. In conjunction 
with the 40th Anniversary in 2021, the College submitted a four-year Bachelor of Arts in 
Liberal Arts degree curriculum to the Kansas Board of Regents who approved the degree 
and the legal right of the College to confer Bachelor of Arts degrees. With the current 
application cycle, students who apply to St. Mary’s College will enter the Bachelor of Arts 
curriculum. The College will no longer confer the Associates of Arts degrees. 
 
In an increasingly technical, mechanized, and consequently inhumane age, the study of 
liberal arts in a traditional Catholic environment represents the most and perhaps only 
dependable means for maintaining intellectual and spiritual equilibrium. The four-year 
Liberal Arts program will offer a comprehensive course of study based on classical liberal 
arts models. Given the specifically Catholic nature of the institution’s founding and 
operation, this curriculum necessarily focuses on Theology, Philosophy, and Latin, but 
also includes Literature, History, Mathematics, Science, Rhetoric, and Music. St. Thomas 
Aquinas states that the enemies of freedom are ignorance and fear: Catholic liberal arts 
education aims to prepare young Catholic men and women to attain true freedom, 
personal excellence, and happiness through the systematic development of intellect and 
will. While ultimately in harmony with the necessarily efficient and practical ends of 
higher education, the liberal arts education promotes personal growth and a breadth of 
perspective impossible to achieve through strictly technical or vocational study by 
projecting ideas and diverse subject matter against the backdrop of Revelation. 
 
What begins in the fall of 2022 represents not new construction, metaphorically, but 
rather a necessary addition and expansion. Students have long asked for more of what the 
College provides, while simultaneously expressing frustration with admittedly heavy 
course loads. While AA graduates completed 78 credits over four semesters, BA graduates 
will follow a fixed curriculum of 123 credits over eight semesters, a load reduction of more 
than four credits per semester. Instructors will have more individual student contact in 
smaller sections. Students will have more time to explore course material in greater depth 
and perhaps as importantly, have more time for wholesome leisure, the ‘basis of culture.’ 
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The St. Mary’s Bachelor of Arts degree prepares students to enter careers as critical 
thinkers or to continue their education in graduate and professional schools. Having 
completed their studies in the atmosphere of the St. Mary’s community, all students will 
remain acutely receptive to the possibility of a religious vocation. Perhaps the greatest 
legacy of a liberal arts education lies in the freedom students realize in choosing well 
their paths in life. Having developed a love of truth and discipline, students will assess 
both their career potential and realistic limitations with equal clarity. The formation 
encourages a mature and thoughtful approach to considering various vocations in a 
manner most likely to ensure success and happiness in this world, and more importantly, 
the next. 


